
What are we? 
We stand frozen unable to move. the scouts move among us crushing our young 

underfoot, deaf to our cries and pain, they pause and look at us, strange devices in their 

hands burning the skins of our strongest and tallest. I myself marked as the others  

 

We are and always have been. The enemy are young, but they have adapted fast and 

learnt even faster, they used to roam the plains now they roam the stars, but always 

taking always needing. Their thirst for our kind is never sated nor abated.  

 

There have been other enemy's but we have persevered. we may fall but the echo of our 

lives and the remains of our body's contribute to the continuation of our kind.  

 

 

I awake in the morning stretching to the sky my limbs popping and cracking the others 

stirring from there slumber and mimic my movements. 

 

Talking amongst our self’s we discuss the incursion and the inevitable outcome for our 

race. As we are a pacifist race fighting back is unknown to us, only thought of by the 

very young and rash, but we know they are unable to change the reality of the situation 

no matter the amount of bravado they muster.  

 

 

We awake too far off faint cries and the noises of the enemy's machines, echoing off the 

valley wall, we can only assume our neighbours are under attack falling under the 

onslaught of the relentless enemy. There is a faint acrid smell of smoke in the air, an 

unfortunate smell we know to fear. 

 

 

The mid-afternoon brings no more sounds from our neighbours’ plight. try as I might the 

steady breeze and Light Touch of the sun lulls me into doze, I begin to dream of a 

quieter time when I was little and the enemy was just a story told to frighten the young, I 

remember being carefree spending my time in the sun and under the stars sheltered by 

the elders and singing with the others of growth and glory. 

 

From my view into the valley I weep and lament for once we were billions now we are so 

few, the enemy not the only culprit but like all mortal beings we are susceptible to 

plague, floods, fires even once over population. 

 

My young, nestled beneath me ,stir, I move allowing the dappled light of the sun to play 

across there sleeping forms I smell there scent and dread the coming of the enemy for 

innocence is fickle but does not the young need to dream? for growth is measured in 

thought and what is a dream but pure unadulterated thought.  

 

 

I hear a noise, it's a whistle, a witless tune, it's one of the enemy ,we stand still and 

watch, they have changed as they used to walk on all fours grunting and hooting now 



the walk upright covered in skins of lessor beings, carrying dreadful things that are 

usually for killing or maiming and the collecting of our corpses. what they do with them 

we do not know but sometimes not knowing is scarier than knowing.  

 

The enemy passes behind me, I tense as it yells and a line of them walks amongst us 

spraying and spraying that dreadful burning mark. 

 

They move off into the distance yelling and spraying as they go, stunned and knowing 

what the mark represents we lean together and mourn for we are lost. 

 

 

The sun starts to probe the horizon and a multitude of roars is heard not far away, This 

is the gathering of the enemy before the reaping and the smell of fear hangs heavy in 

the cool air. 

 

I hear the screams moving towards me, voices heard as long as I can remember 

drowned out by the constant droning of the enemy’s machines, just ahead I see one 

walking towards me fumbling with its device, the device coughs once then dies muttering 

the enemy tries again, this time the device coughs and catches and with every rev blue 

tinged smoke powers out from behind. 

 

I brace as the enemy moves closer and I scream as the device is forced through me, 

unable to balance, I fall unto my back with a thud, Looking into the sky I have reached 

for all my life, I hear the thuds and screams of the others as they fall. And with my life 

force slowly pooling on the cool forest floor, I remember my life... 

 

 

From seedling to tree  

 


